1. Katie mirrors by Bradley Hughes, featuring hand-forged iron frames (shown in antique gold finish) with clear or antiqued acid mirror; sold as a pair or individually. bradley-hughes.com
2. Rothschild arm chair designed by Carol Porter. Tall upholstered back with a carved arm that narrows to a small hand rest, then widens again into a tapered leg. Shown in dark walnut; choice of oak or walnut in standard and custom finishes, with or without nail heads. Michael Taylor showrooms: 310 659 6900 podfurniture.com
3. Kia Sar collection of fine kilims, melding ancient weaving techniques with one-of-a-kind modern designs. Warp & Weft, 212 481 4949 warpandweft.com
4. Poolside Wicker Lounge Chair from Sutherland Woven Classics. Modular Poolside pieces easily mix with Sutherland's Teak collections. 800 717 8325 sutherlandfurniture.com